A Research Proposal by: ________________

Name __________
Date __________

Committee: ________________

Ready to defend _____  Defend with revisions____  Revisions needed & resubmit_____

Part 1 Presentation

_____ Very Clear  _______ Clear  _______ Unclear

Comments:

Part 2 Scientific Merit

_____ Excellent  _______ Good  _______ Fair  _______ Poor

Comments:

Part 3 Practicality

_______ Project successfully addresses the problem posed?
_______ Is the scope of the project appropriate?

Comments:

Part 4 Technical Competence: Will it work?

_____ Likely  _______ Possible  _______ Unlikely

Comments:

Please return to Kristi Heming, 1101 University Ave., Rm. 5209 after defense or give directly to student.